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Abstract
This paper demonstrates how Dropout can be used in
Generative Adversarial Networks to generate multiple dif-
ferent outputs to one input. This method is thought as an
alternative to latent space exploration, especially if con-
straints in the input should be preserved, like in A-to-B
translation tasks.
1. Introduction
In current co-creative Generative Adversarial Net-
work (GAN) systems, latent space exploration[5] and
manipulation[16] is a common way to give the user a variety
of possible generative outcomes. To give even more control
to the user, neural net architectures like InfoGAN[1] aim to
learn disentangled latent space representations, so features
of the generative model can be controlled separately.
Alas generating different outputs via latent space explo-
ration is not a suitable solution for all generative settings.
Many tasks require a generative system to start from a cer-
tain given input and not from a noise vector, for exam-
ple Conditional GANs[8]. Typical examples for such tasks
would be A-to-B translation[17, 4] like style transfer[2],
image inpainting[9, 14] or image synthesis from text[15]
or label masks[11]. In such cases, manipulations in the la-
tent space could result in losing or altering the original con-
strains from the input vector.
One solution to this problem could be to feed an additional
noise vector to the neural net, but Isola et al.[4] and Math-
ieu et al.[7] describe that the generator only learns to ignore
this noise.
Therefor we propose to use Dropout[3] in the generation
phase to create a variety of outputs.
2. Dropout as induced Noise
To receive multiple different results from one GAN in-
put, we propose to use Dropout not only in the training but
also in the generation phase.
Dropout[12] is usually used in GAN layers for regulariza-
tion to prevent over-fitting: units are deactivated with a
given probability p. This is done to prevent co-adaptions
betweens units. These co-adaptions prevent generalization,
so unseen data performs worse.
Dropout in one unit i is defined as:
Training : Oi = Xia(
di∑
k=1
wkxk + bi)
Generation : Oi = qa(
di∑
k=1
wkxk + bi)
With P (Xi = 0) = p and q = 1− p.
In the generation phase, the activation function a is scaled
by q to match the expected output from the training phase.
Though, most implementations use Inverted Dropout,
which is defined as:
Training : Oi =
1
q
Xia(
di∑
k=1
wkxk + bi)
Generation : Oi = a(
di∑
k=1
wkxk + bi)
This slight change (scaling in the training phase instead of
in the generation phase) gives the improvement, that in the
generation phase no scaling or other alteration is required.
In our experiments, we use Inverted Dropout for bet-
ter comparability. To induce noise in the generation
process, we use the same formula for testing as for
generation.
Generation : Oi =
1
q′
X ′ia(
di∑
k=1
wkxk + bi)
But we use independent probability variables, so that
scaling and dropout can be controlled separately:
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P (X ′i = 0) = pdropout and q
′ = 1− pscale.
3. Experiment Design
For our experiments, several models were trained on
the MNIST dataset[6] using different probabilities p for
dropping out units in the training phase: 0 (which is the
equivalent of using no Dropout), 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8.
The GAN architecture is derived from DCGAN[10]:
The Discriminator hidden layers consist of a 2D-
Convolution, Batch Normalization and LeakyReLu.
The output layer consists of a 2D-Convolution and a
sigmoid activation function.
The Generator hidden layer consist of 2D Transposed
Convolution, Batch Normalization, ReLu. We added
Dropout at the end of the Sequence. The output layer
consists of a 2D Transposed Convolution and hyperbolic
tangent as activation function.
The experiments aim to find the best Dropout config-
uration to both achieving the broadest variety of generated
images but also the visually most appealing images.
To measure the variety, N = 500 noise vectors z were
drawn. With these noise vectors we generate images with
the unaltered generator g(x) that uses no Dropout in the
generation phase and an altered generator g′(x) that uses
Dropout while generating. Between these two outputs, the
euclidean distance d is calculated. To minimize statistical
errors, these calculations are repeated R = 100 times.
Finally the standard deviation of all distances is calculated
and used as metric for variety.
std(
R∑
j=1
N∑
i=1
(d(g(zi), g
′(zi))))
We calculated the standard deviation for different settings:
• Dropout applied to all hidden layers.
• Dropout applied to only the first hidden layer (first
layer after input).
Usually Dropout is applied to all hidden layers, but in terms
of generating a variety of outputs it might be interesting to
apply Dropout only on the early hidden layers. This way
certain features or concepts will not be used in the genera-
tion process because of the dropped out units. These miss-
ing concepts might create errors in the generated output.
But if Dropout is only applied on the first layers, other lay-
ers may be able to fix these errors, which might result in an
overall more consistent result.
• No Scaling (pscale = 0).
• Scaling matches Dropout probability
(pscale = pdropout).
Usually, if Dropout is applied, a unit’s output is scaled
by 11−p to match the expected output and prevent over-
saturation. But in this case, the goal is to generate a variety
of outputs which in the best case are a creative addition to a
human-in-the-loop system. So removing the scaling but still
dropping out units might give a more interesting or creative
result.
4. Results
Table 1 shows the results of using typical Dropout
configuration (same as in training) in the generation phase.
Training p states the Dropout probability that was used
to train the model. So each column represents a separate
model. Generation p states the Dropout probability that
was used for scaling (pscale) and as Dropout probability
(pdropout).
For each model (so no matter with which Dropout
probability it was trained), it is clearly visible that a higher
p in Generation results in a larger difference between
outputs. This is also visible in Figure 1 where one noise
vector was used to generate images with different Dropout
rates starting at 0 on the left and go up to 0.8 on the
right. The generation series was repeated 3 times. With a
higher dropout rate, the images differ more between each
generation. Also conspicuous is that with a higher dropout
rate, the images tend to have sharper edges. This leads to
the conclusion that details are getting lost.
Figure 1. Model trained with a Dropout rate of 0.8. Images gen-
erated with Dropout rates ranging from 0 to 0.8. Generation was
repeated three times to show variety in output. Especially with
higher Dropout rates, generated images differ a lot.
The standard deviation also increases with a larger
Dropout probability in training. Except if the model was
trained completely without Dropout. In this case, the stan-
dard deviation directly jumps to values similar to a Train-
ing p of 0.6. Figure 2 shows corresponding images: If the
model was trained with no Dropout but Dropout is used
in generation, the resulting images look broken, especially
with higher probabilities. This is most certainly due to
learned co-adaptions between units. These co-adaptions are
not reliable anymore if Dropout is applied, so the generation
breaks.
Figure 2. Model trained with no Dropout. Images generated with
Dropout rates ranging from 0 to 0.8. Generation was repeated
three times to show variety in output. Especially with higher
Dropout rates, generated images look distorted or broken.
all layers Training p
matching Scale 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
G
en
er
at
io
n
p 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.2 1.258 1.158 1.227 1.342 1.55
0.4 2.092 1.716 1.804 1.994 2.668
0.6 3.027 2.394 2.55 2.752 3.847
0.8 4.116 3.468 3.683 3.973 5.213
Table 1. Standard deviation of models tested with Dropout on all
hidden layers. The scale factor matches the Dropout probability in
generation (pscale = pdropout).
4.1. Scaling
In this experiment, Dropout was applied to the same
models as in section 4, but no scaling was used (pscale = 0).
Table 2 shows the resulting standard deviations from all
tested models and Dropout rates. The results look different
than before: the variety first increase with a higher dropout
rate but then shrinks again. A higher Dropout rate in train-
ing again gives the largest standard deviation.
Figure 3 helps to understand why the variety decreases with
high Dropout rates: With medium Dropout rates in genera-
tion, the result images look slightly different but also start
to get noisy. If the Dropout rate is increased even more, the
image generation completely breaks and only results in ran-
dom noise. This is most certainly due to under-saturation
in units: Dropout is applied, so the average signal value
is decreased. Usually this value would be scaled back to
match the expected output, but in this experiment no scal-
ing is applied. So the unit’s output stays at it’s low level,
which results in noisy images. So, values should definitely
be scaled if Dropout is used.
4.2. Dropout and Layers
If Dropout is only applied in the first hidden layers, the
remaining layers might be able to fix errors that emerge due
to deactivated units. Therefor in this experiment, Dropout
was only applied to the first hidden layer of the models de-
scribed in 4. When comparing the initial experiment setting
(Dropout on all hidden layers) versus Dropout only applied
to the first hidden layer, no significant differences could be
Figure 3. Model trained with a Dropout rate of 0.8. Images gen-
erated with Dropout rates ranging from 0 to 0.8 and no scaling
(pscale = 0). Generation was repeated three times to show variety
in output.
all layers Training p
no Scaling 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
G
en
er
at
io
n
p 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.2 1.204 1.141 1.097 1.301 1.733
0.4 1.544 1.399 1.148 1.763 3.233
0.6 1.713 1.755 1.235 2.227 3.441
0.8 1.126 1.272 0.777 0.909 1.517
Table 2. Standard deviation of models tested with dropout on all
hidden layers and no Scaling.
found in the standard deviation. Generated images also look
very similar and no distinct difference could be recognized.
However, Figure 4 demonstrates that the mentioned repair
ability of additional non-Dropout layers exists. The first
row shows one row of the no-scaling experiment. A model
was trained with a Dropout rate of 0.8 and tested with
Dropout rates ranging from 0 to 0.8 but without scaling
(pscale = 0). This results in very noisy images.
The second row shows the exact same setup with the differ-
ence, that the Dropout without scaling only was applied on
the first hidden layer. The resulting images are less noisy
and up to medium Dropout ranges, the Dropout-induced er-
rors are visually repaired very well. On high Dropout rates,
the remaining layers do not completely succeed in fixing
the errors from earlier layers, but still improve the image
quality.
Figure 4. Model trained with a Dropout rate of 0.8. Images gener-
ated with Dropout rates ranging from 0 to 0.8 and no scaling. The
first row shows a model with Dropout applied to all hidden layers
in generation, the bottom row has Dropout only applied to the first
hidden layer.
4.3. Test on Layer Mask Dataset
To give a better impression how Dropout can be used
to generate a variety of results, we trained a model on the
label masks in the CMP Facades dataset[13]. The model
was trained to add additional labels to a label mask only
containing the facade and window labels. The training goal
was to let the model add additional labels, so that the fa-
cade would still looks coherent. Additional labels can be
other windows, shops, sills, moldings, etc. This way the
model could for example help an architect to decide where
to put the next facade element. The neural net architecture
matches the pix2pix architecture described in [4].
Figure 5 shows the generative results using our model. It
was trained with a Dropout rate of 0.5. The image on the
left shows the input image and the right side shows four
generated outputs using a Dropout rate of 0.5. The model
adds additional windows (turquoise), shops(pink), mold-
ings(yellow) and cornices(green). The generated images
differ mainly in placing and size of shops and windows.
Windows are also sometimes split into two separate ones.
The resulting images are coherent, give different sugges-
tions to the user and could therefore very well be used in a
human-in-the-loop system.
Figure 5. Model trained on facade label masks. Left images shows
input, right images show variety of output if Dropout rate of 0.5 is
used for generation.
5. Conclusion
In our experiments, we showed that Dropout is a
suitable method in GANs to generate a variety of outputs
to one input, especially if other methods like latent space
exploration cannot be used. Larger Dropout rates give a
larger variety but might also result in incoherent images.
The Dropout rate in training also influences the result with
larger rates also resulting in a larger variety. However
training with large Dropout rates is difficult and may
result in mode collapse. Therefore training and generation
Dropout rates should be set as high as possible with the
trade-offs in mind.
Applying Dropout only to the first hidden layers might be
beneficial to the image quality, because the non-Dropout
layers can repair errors emerging due to Dropout in the
early layers. How advantageous this is exactly will have to
be researched in future studies.
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